
CRITICALSTART®  
Zero Trust Analytics Platform™ 

Simplifying visibility to align cybersecurity to business outcomes 
(and prevent breaches).

The Critical Start Zero Trust Analytics Platform (ZTAP™) is a cloud-native platform that 
delivers detection and response capabilities to protect on-premises, hybrid, and cloud 
environments. ZTAP features the Trusted Behavior Registry™ (TBR), a one-of-a-kind 
technology with an approach focused on identifying known good behavior first so that 
security analysts can move quickly to investigate and respond to real threats. 

ZTAP connects your environment to our MDR services, via API, that includes:

9 Ingestion of every EDR, EPP, SIEM, XDR and Identity alerts

9 Auto resolution of known good behavior by the TBR

9 Real-time risk and operational metrics focused on continuous improvement:

• Situational Awareness: Provides actionable view of attacks in progress across your
security environment with clear, step-by-step response guidance including prioritized
response based on asset criticality and where attacks are at in the kill chain

• Team Efficiency: Measure MTTR by security analyst, benchmark team
performance, simplify resource management and improve security analyst
productivity

• Effectiveness: Provides a view of detection content mapped back to MITRE
ATT&CK® Framework that allows you to make risk-based decisions on attack
coverage

• Levels of Protection to Guide Investment: Align cybersecurity spend to business
outcomes using data that articulates the value of your MDR service

9 24x7x365 monitoring, investigation, and response activities delivered by the experts in
our Security Operations Center (SOC)

9 MOBILESOC®, our iOS and Android MobileSOC app that gives you the ability to triage,
investigate and respond on the go

9 Critical Start Cyber Research Unit (CRU) helps you stay ahead of the latest threats by
building, enriching and adding threat intelligence to your security tools

ZTAP delivers value through increased visibility into your security posture. Your team can 
view every alert, including alerts automatically resolved, alerts escalated and the actions 
we take on your behalf.
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KEY BENEFITS

9 Single portal for
analysis, response, and 
escalation across third
party data and products

9 Benchmark team
performance and track
MTTR trends

9 Insights into detection 
coverage mapped
to MITRE ATT&CK®

Framework

9 Prove ROI with visibility
into how your MDR
service is performing

9 Access to threat
intelligence bulletins

9 Visibility for resource
management and risk-
based decisions



Critical Start MobileSOC

Take threat detection and response on-the-go with 
our MobileSOC application, an iOS and Android app 
that puts the power of the ZTAP platform in the palm 
of your hands allowing you to triage, escalate and 
isolate attacks from your phone. With MobileSOC, 
you’re able to see the full alert data that we see, can 
communicate directly with Critical Start SOC senior 
security analysts in-app and can take immediate 
action with information gathered by tools and in 
coordination with your MDR team. Security team 
leaders also leverage MobileSOC to view operational 
metrics from their mobile device – anytime, 
anywhere.
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KEY FEATURES

ZTAP Dashboard   
View security 
performance across 
all of your systems 
and increase 
productivity by using 
real-time metrics that 
show active attacks in 
progress and response 
actions to take, team 
performance, and 
provable ROI that will 
help you articulate 
the value of your MDR 
service. 

ZTAP Bulletins 
View timely contextual 
threat intelligence 
and other important 
announcements 
directly from your 
desktop or mobile 
device.

Threat Analysis 
Plugins (TAPs)  
Pivot between ZTAP 
and your security tools 
to get access to data 
needed for deeper 
investigation. 

Reports  
Generate reports 
or run scheduled 
reports that query 
data relevant to your 
environment.

Critical Start  
Threat Navigator   
View detection 
coverage delivered 
by your security tools 
and the MDR service, 
mapped to the MITRE 
ATT&CK® Framework. 


